A routing functzon R is a triple (I, H, P) consisting of znitializatzon, header, and port funct ions, respectively. For any two distinct nodes u and u, R produces a path u = UO, ul, . . . . uk = u of nodes, and a sequence hO, hl, . . . . h~of headers such that ho = 1(u, v), P(u~,h~) = 0, and for all i, 1 < i < k, H(u,, h,) = h,+l, P(u,, h, ) = (u,, U,+l ). We are interested in the distributed way of implementing routing functions.
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[log, ((n-1)!)1 = @(n log n) bits. However, it is easy to see that some other routing functions (using suitable port labeling) can be described locally with O(log n) bits.
Therefore, we have MEMlocal (K~, 1) = O(log n).
The following Headers, and vertex labeling are of size 0( log n ) bits.
Note that n~/G = e=.
In 1131, the stretch factor is at most 12k + 3. However. Theorem 1 For any stretch factor s, 1~s < 2, for any constant E, O < E < 1, and for any n, there ezrsts an n-node network G% m whach Q(n' ) routers requv-e @(n log n ) btts each to code any routing functzon of stretch at most s.
Therefore, in 
*35!H +Bounds derived from the lower bound of the global memory requirement. Proof.
There are dp* p x q integer matrices with entries in 
